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2022 – What’s coming up in the
New Year in your local library?
set in Cornwall, a wonderful
love story set against a backdrop of the sea and sunny
skies!

Want to get start
the New Year
with a healthier
lifestyle?

destination in the world. If,
however, you want a quick
summary of where we
should be going, see the
Lonely Planet Guide for 2022
for all the best tips!

A New Year is a great time
to think about resolutions
and ways to improve our
health and well-being. There
are lots of resources in the
library to help you on this
journey.

A

s we come
to the end
of 2021 and
l o o k fo r ward to 2022, it’s a
good time to take another look at what’s in
your local library. We
have lots of resources
to hand that can help
you make the most of lar with new releases coming
the year ahead.
up which will be available

Save the Earth!

a new book by Lucy Foley –
The Paris Apartment. If you
enjoyed The Guest List or
The Hunting Party, you will
be sure to enjoy Lucy’s upcoming novel, about something that happens in a beautiful old apartment block on
the Rue des Amants in Paris
and the mystery that lies behind the door of Apartment
No 3!
Also, one of the most pop-

Whether it’s reading for
enjoyment with our huge
range of ﬁction titles or ﬁnding out ways to make changes for a healthier lifestyle, we
have the resources for you
– in the library and through
our online platforms.

through the library app Borrow Box, Libby for e-magazines and Press Reader for
online newspapers.

Take a look at the new
book releases and the titles
that are likely to be popular
next year – there are some
great books to be published
by some of our favourite
authors, in crime, romance
or historical ﬁction, whatever appeals to you! Other
new books reﬂect the latest
trends in lifestyle and leisure.

ular Irish authors – Marian
Keyes, will have a new book
out in February, a sequel to
Why not learn a new skill Rachel’s Holiday, which
or take up a new language? was ﬁrst released 25 years
Through our Universal ago. Her new book follows
Classes, you have access to Rachel’s life, with the many
over 500 courses online or positive changes that have
Transparent Languages, to taken place, but which may
over 110+ language courses. now be derailed by the appearance of an old ﬂame.
New Fiction
Jill Mansell is due to reOne of the exciting new
titles coming up in 2022 is

A new healthy plant-based
cookbook with over 100 new
low-cost, delicious recipes
is just being released – the
latest in the popular Bosh!
series of cookbooks with
vegan recipes – Bosh! On a
Budget

Want to ﬁnd inspiration
from some amazing life
stories – see our range of excellent memoirs released in
recent months. One in particular is Gareth O’Callaghan’s
memoir, a very moving and
honest account of his journey since his diagnosis with
the disease Multiple System
Atrophy.

Finding ways to help
make positive changes for
our planet is something that
we will all welcome in the
New Year. Check out some
of the following books for
more information and for
some practical solutions.

Jeﬀ Kinney and his Diary
of the Wimpy Kid series has
a new oﬀering – Big Shot, another entertaining episode in
the life of Greg Heﬄey and
his exploits as he tries out
for the basketball team

Will Smith also has written
a new autobiography, with
some fascinating insights
into an extraordinary life.
Or check out this favourite cookbook for some great
recipes as we try to make up
for the Christmas excesses!
For fans of Robin Stevens
(and her Murder Most Unladylike series), she is releasing
Or get inspired by the cli- a new detective series, set
mate change activist Greta in World War II. These will
Thunberg, with some great hopefully be released later in
ideas for tackling the greatest 2022 – we cannot wait!
challenge of our generation.

Children’s Books

E-Books and E-audio
books are still hugely popu-

lease a new romantic novel,

Here’s hoping we get to
travel a bit more in 2022.
The library has a great range
of travel guides to cover any

Viola Davis’s book “Finding Me” is due to follow later
in the year, the story of the
life of this incredible actress
told in her own words.

And for the children, some
new titles also coming our
way from some of the bestknown children’s authors.
“For last year's words beDavid Walliams has released
his ﬁrst sequel – a follow-up long to last year's language
to the hilarious Gangsta
And next year's words
Granny – Gangsta Granny await another voice.”T.S.
Strikes Again
Eliot

